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M
any commercially produced home and family
games contain valuable amounts of mathematics.
This is not always appreciated, and the actual
mathematics content may not be readily obvious. However
by familiarising yourself with the games, and their inherent
mathematics, it is possible to provide enjoyable mathe-
matics learning experiences, at school and at home. These
games can also provide the basis for other enrichment activ-
ities and projects, in mathematics classes, and in other areas
of the school curriculum.
Almost any game includes ‘logic’, because of the player-
choice, and player-interaction. But only some games really
focus on logic as a major component of the playing, as with
Guess Who?, Battleships, Mastermind and Cluedo. These
are games in which information provided by your opponent
or opponents must be logically analysed as you search for a
solution. 
Similarly, all the games that involve placing pieces on a
board involve ‘spatial thinking’. But only some focus on this
as the basis for playing, as in Cathedral, or Tetris, where
specially shaped playing pieces need to be manipulated
(rotated, slid laterally, or f lipped over, or some combination
of these geometric transformations) so they can be fitted
into empty spaces on the playing board. These games are
actually game versions of geometric ‘puzzles’.
What is the difference between a ‘puzzle’ and a ‘game’?
The really big difference is that a ‘puzzle’ is for one player,
like the cross-shape peg or marble activity Solitaire, or the
many versions of one person card game Patience. Tangrams,
Rubik’s Cube, the amazing Soma Cube, and other block-
fitting and pattern-building challenges are also ‘puzzles’.
By contrast, a ‘game’ involves two or more players, even
though the ‘playing’ may be very similar to the you-versus-
the-equipment struggles as you tackle a ‘puzzle’. Obviously
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A guide to mathematics in some easily-available games
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A guide to games, mathematics ideas, and playing suitability
Game Mathematical Ease of Recreational Age
ideas learning value
Battleships Coordinates, logic Easy Good 6+
Careers, Life Money, simple logic Easy Very good 6+
Cathedral, pentominoes Spatial, logic, strategy Easy Good 4+
Chess Spatial, logic, strategy Hard Outstanding 6+
Chinese Checkers Spatial, logic, strategy Easy Very good 5+
Cluedo Logic, spatial, strategy Medium Very good 7+
Connect Four Spatial, logic, strategy Easy Good 4+
Dominoes Strategy, logic Easy Outstanding 4+
Dr Seuss games Various simple ideas Very easy Good 4+
Draughts Spatial, logic, strategy Medium Outstanding 4+
Five Hundred, Whist, etc. Logic, chance Hard Outstanding 7+
Greedy Chance Medium Good 7+
Guess Who? Logic, language Easy Very good 4+
Happy Families, etc. Chance, logic Easy Good 4+
Jenga Spatial, logic, strategy Very easy Good 4+
Life Money, simple logic Easy Very good 7+
Ludo (Trouble, etc.) Chance, strategy Very easy Good 4+
Mastermind Logic Hard Good 9+
Monopoly Money, strategy Medium Outstanding 6+
Nine Men’s Morris Spatial, logic, strategy Easy Outstanding 5+
Numero Arithmetic, logic Easy Outstanding 5+
Pass the Pig Chance Easy Good 7+
Pay Day Money, simple strategy Easy Very good 7+
Reversi Spatial, logic, strategy Medium Outstanding 6+
Risk Spatial, logic, strategy Hard Good 9+
Rubik’s games Various: spatial, logic Hard Good 9+
Rummiclub, Mah Jong Chance, logic Medium Outstanding 8+
Scattergories Language, logic Medium Very good 10+
Scrabble Language, strategy Medium Outstanding 9+
Triominoes Spatial, logic, strategy Medium Very good 8+
UNO Chance, strategy Easy Very good 4+
Yahtzee Chance Easy Very good 7+
N
ote that age-suggestions are
tentative, as children vary
enormously. The most
constructive advice is to start with
games that teachers or parents already
know and enjoy, or recall. Review the
official rules, and teach the game by
playing and explaining, guided by the
children’s interest. Encourage children
to play together, in their own time.
These are meant for fun, not adult-
inf licted punishment. Otherwise do
something else that is more fun.
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a ‘mathematics game’ involves some kind of mathematical
thinking. The ‘game’-specific features can be summarised as
follows:
In a (mathematics) game:
• there are two or more players;
• players take turns;
• players usually have some scope for choosing what to do
in their turn;
• players interact, that is, what one player does in a turn
will effect what can be done in subsequent turns; and
• while the game can include some chance events, it is not
entirely a matter of chance (Gough, 2000, p. 7).
I consider Snakes and Ladders to be no better than a
game-like activity, and not a proper game, because two of
the game-properties are ignored. Its sole redeeming educa-
tional feature is that it helps very young children learn how
to handle the mechanics and manners of game playing.
Otherwise it is merely a luck-race from start to finish.
Similarly, although without a circuit to race along, Beetle,
and other make-a-whole luck-races have players rolling a dice
and picking up legs, heads, antennas and other body parts,
racing to be the first to assemble a complete ‘beetle’. No
player choice, and no player interaction.
Instead of Snakes and Ladders, why not play Ludo (or
Trouble, or Headache), the classic dice-rolling round-the-
board interactive race game, where players choose which
counter to move, and one player’s turn can affect what
another player can do — a real game! A further development
of Ludo is Backgammon, and related dice games.
Different people enjoy different kinds of games. How
many different kinds are you familiar with?
• money-based games: e.g. Monopoly, Squatter, Pay Day,
and Masterpiece
• word or vocabulary games: e.g. Scrabble, Upwords,
Boggle
• strategy games
— with movement and capture: e.g. Chess, Draughts
— with movement and blocking: e.g. French military
game
— with movement and no capture or blocking: e.g.
Chinese Checkers, Edward de Bono’s L-game
• spatial thinking games
— placing to fit in the board, complete a pattern, add
to a trail, or make shapes: e.g. Reversi, Cathedral
— using three-dimensional thinking: e.g. Three-dimen-
sional Noughts and Crosses, Jenga
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• probability
— using random drawing from a ‘pool’ of cards or tiles:
e.g. Poker
— using random independent events such as dice or
spinners: e.g. Yahtzee
• card or domino playing
— taking tricks: e.g. Five Hundred, Whist, Euchre, Skat,
Hearts, Black Maria
— following a succession of cards: e.g. Uno, Skip Bo
— making a family: e.g. Rummy, Mah Jong
• arithmetic games: e.g. Numero, Number Boggle
• logic games: Mastermind, Cluedo
After all this discussion of games, let me say that there
is nothing wrong with ‘puzzles’, just that they are not
games, and I like to maintain the distinction, especially
because players interact in a game in ways that the solitary
puzzler cannot. 
Finally, what about the initial cost? Many of the tradi-
tional ‘folk’ games are available, made with good quality,
sturdy materials, very affordably. Well-made dominoes, for
example, can be as cheap as $3 in a sturdy wooden box. A
pack of standard cards provides excellent value. But consider
the apparent expense of some of the modern games — $50
and more. Treated as family entertainment, ‘[i]f four people
sit down and play a $60 game just once, it averages $15 per
head for (dare we say it) high quality time spent together away
from solitary computer games and the media’ (Witt, p. 24).
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